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Motivation and Aims

- Required the evaluation of contaminated sites impact on streams:
  - EU Water Framework Directive
  - New Danish law on contaminated sites assessment

- Lack of knowledge on the discharge variability because of:
  - Meander bends
  - Stream water level changes

- Challenges in designing appropriate monitoring campaigns for contaminant discharge to streams
Study site: Grindsted stream
Study site: Grindsted stream
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Model Area and Boundary conditions
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**Numerical groundwater flow model**

Finite element method in COMSOL Multiphysics

\[ \nabla \cdot (K \cdot \nabla h) + \frac{S_y}{b} \frac{\partial h}{\partial t} = R \]

Transient simulation accounting for
- Stream water level
- precipitation
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Temporal variations
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Temporal variations

Stream water level [m] vs. Groundwater discharge to stream [m^3/d]

- Stream water level
- Simulated discharge to stream: scenario 2
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Flow directions: comparison with PVPs data
Contaminant inflow to stream
Conclusion

- Groundwater discharge is concentrated at the extreme edges of stream meanders

- Groundwater discharge varies with time

- Stream monitoring data must be interpreted very carefully to avoid mistakes in risk assessments

- Models are very useful for designing field campaigns and for interpreting monitoring results
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